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8 Abstract In the IT industry, de facto standards emerge

9 from standards competition as firms offer incompatible

10 technologies, and user choices determine the outcome of

11 the competition. The standards literature suggests that

12 strong network effects create a bias toward a standard with

13 a large installed base, leading to a winner-take-all outcome.

14 More recently, several researchers have revealed that the

15 dynamics of standardization are much more complex than

16 the explanation offered by the economic theory of net-

17 works. Markets do not always exhibit tipping behavior so

18 there is not always a single winner in de facto standardi-

19 zation; and the size of an overall installed base does not

20 always exert a strong influence on adoption decisions. In

21 contrast, network effects drawn from local social influence

22 may be more salient to user adoption decisions. We ask: (1)

23 Do we always observe a winner-take-all outcome in de

24 facto standards competition? (2) What are the different

25 technology adoption patterns observed in de facto stan-

26 dards competition? (3) What are the implications of net-

27 work effects, switching costs, pricing, and functionality

28 enhancement strategies on the outcome of de facto stan-

29 dards competition in different user network structures?

30 Drawing on the economic theory of networks, the complex

31 network theory, and previous work in the standards liter-

32 ature, we examine the influence of network effects,

33 switching costs, price, and technology functionality on user

34 adoption decisions using agent-based simulation. We

35 incorporate underlying user network structures frequently

36observed in the real world as an important determining

37factor of user adoption decisions. Our results suggest that

38de facto standardization process does not always follow a

39three-phased S-shaped pattern. Winner-take-all is not a

40necessary outcome of standards competition. User network

41structures have a significant impact on the dynamics and

42outcomes of standards competition.

43

44Keywords Agent-based modeling � Adoption � De facto

45standards � Economic theory � Functionality � Network

46effects � Pricing � Simulation � Standardization � Switching

47costs � User network structures

481 Introduction

49In technology markets, standards emerge from at least two

50different standard-setting processes—de facto standards

51and de jure standards. De facto standards emerge through

52standards competition as firms offer incompatible tech-

53nologies and user choices determine a dominant technol-

54ogy, as in the case of the Microsoft operating system [87].

55Some researchers also use the terms market-mediated

56standardization [34] or market-based standardization [45]

57to refer to the de facto standardization process.1 A number

58of studies [6, 28, 38, 80, 86, 91] have used variants of

59technology adoption models to study the de facto stan-

60dardization process and outcomes. De jure standards, on
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1FL011 The literature has yet to develop a consensus on definitions of terms

1FL02and the appropriate use of various concepts to refer to different

1FL03aspects of standards and standardization. For example, researchers use

1FL04numerous terms, such as a standards war [6, 87], standard diffusion
1FL05[103], and competition between standards [45], to refer to a process in

1FL06which incompatible technologies compete in a market to become a de

1FL07facto standard.
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61 the other hand, emerge from the selection of a technolog-

62 ical standard by government agencies. Examples include

63 the case of the GSM wireless phone standard in the

64 European Union [45] or the coordination efforts through

65 voluntary standard-setting organizations (SSOs) by the

66 private sector. A case in point is various Internet protocols

67 coordinated by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

68 [79].

69 In de facto standardization, buyers’ adoption decisions

70 play an important role in determining a winner of standards

71 competition. In this context, networks of users such as

72 Kindle users or Facebook users are formed among those

73 who have already adopted a standard. The size of these

74 networks is critical to future market dynamics because, in

75 incompatible technology competitions, network effects

76 primarily influence the buyers’ decisions. From a user’s

77 point of view, value obtained from a technology depends

78 on the number of people who have already used that

79 technology [87]. Therefore, a technology standard with a

80 large installed base is more attractive to potential adopters,

81 with the attractiveness in turn increasing that standard’s

82 popularity with new adopters. Economists use the term

83 positive feedback to refer to this process.

84 Much of the standards literature relies on the economic

85 theory of networks and focuses on the role of network

86 effects in de facto standardization [45]. Two important

87 findings and predictions have emerged from this body of

88 research. The first finding relates to the outcome of stan-

89 dards competition. Strong network effects create a bias

90 toward a standard with a large number of users [42] and

91 this subsequently leads to tipping in the market. In this

92 condition, one standard may dominate the market or, in an

93 extreme case, one standard may take over the entire mar-

94 ket, leading to a winner-take-all outcome [64]. The extreme

95 success of some standards has been observed in video-

96 cassette recorder, typewriter keyboard, and high definition

97 DVD markets in which the VHS format, QWERTY key-

98 board, and Blu-ray emerged as clear winners in their

99 respective markets. The high rewards from winner-take-all

100 competitions explain why businesses engage in fierce

101 standards wars in a number of technology markets [15,

102 61].The second finding explains the process involved in a

103 standards war. In a market with strong network effects,

104 adoption of technologies tends to follow a predictable

105 S-shaped pattern with three distinct phases [87]. In the first

106 phase characterized by technology introduction, adoption is

107 slow. This is followed by the second phase with a steep rise

108 due to stronger network effects. In the third phase, tech-

109 nology adoption tails off as the market becomes saturated.

110 Recently, some researchers have offered two important

111 findings that depart from the predictions on incompatible

112 technological standards competition in the literature on the

113 economic theory of networks. The first finding is that

114markets do not always exhibit tipping behavior, so there is

115not always a single winner in de facto standardization [45,

11647]. For example, Augereau et al. [6] studied the standards

117war between two incompatible 56K modems, K56Flex and

118X2. They reported that Internet service providers (ISPs)

119were less likely to adopt the modem technology that their

120competitors adopted, thus preventing a market from having

121a clear winning standard. The second observation suggests

122that, in some technology markets, the size of an installed

123base does not always have a strong influence on adoption

124decisions. This condition is particularly true for interper-

125sonal communications technologies such as instant mes-

126sengers, voice over IP (VoIP) software, or social network

127applications. Sundararajan [92] showed that AOL’s instant

128messenger (AIM) users are primarily interested in con-

129necting with a small based—namely, their friends, family,

130and colleagues in their social networks. Therefore, users do

131not receive direct benefits from other AIM users with

132whom they have no interest to communicate.

133Similarly, the size of an installed based does not always

134have a strong influence for business adoption of new

135technologies. For example, firms enjoy direct benefits when

136their business partners (e.g., suppliers or intermediaries)

137adopt compatible technologies [13, 83]. Suarez [91]

138offered empirical evidence to show that mobile phone

139operators’ choices of the second-generation mobile phone

140technologies (CDMA, GSM, TDMA) were influenced not

141by the total installed base of each technology, but by the

142installed base of the part of the network where they had

143strong ties. The author’s finding provides further support

144that markets may not always tip towards a dominant

145standard. Instead, when local network effects influence user

146adoption decisions, the more likely outcome is ‘‘multiple

147equilibria where more than one outcome is possible’’ [91,

148p. 718]. This set of evidence supports the assertion that

149local network effects derived from a person’s social net-

150work or a firm’s partner network are more influential in

151standards adoption than global network effects from all

152users, as the economic theory of networks typically

153suggests.

154These different perspectives call for more research

155beyond the economic theory of networks to shed light on

156the complex process of de facto standardization [47]. As

157pointed out by Lyytinen and King [73], the IS field lacks

158rigorous research that contributes new knowledge on

159standards and standardization. Much of the previous work

160has been descriptive or ex post explanation of the stan-

161dardization process. There is a need for theory develop-

162ment research that ‘‘explains why and how … standards

163emerge and diffuse or fail to do so’’ [73, p. 406]. However,

164one of the many challenges of the standards and stan-

165dardization research is that the standardization process

166is longitudinal and may require several years for any
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167 discernible outcome to emerge. In addition, with de facto

168 standardization, detailed empirical data on user adoption

169 behaviors are unlikely to be available to researchers.

170 According to Davis et al. [35], simulation is a useful

171 approach when the theoretical focus is longitudinal and

172 empirical data are challenging to find. We follow Davis

173 et al.’s [35] roadmap for developing theory using simula-

174 tion methods. (See Table 1 in their paper for step-by-step

175 research design and activities.) Appendix 1 shows the

176 steps that we took to develop new theory on de facto

177 standardization.

178 Grounded in different perspectives and prior literature

179 on de facto standardization, this study uses simulation to

180 develop a better understanding of the influence of user

181 adoption behavior, user network structures, and vendor

182 strategic behavior on the process and outcomes of de facto

183 standardization. In particular, we develop an integrated

184 model to examine the influence of local network effects,

185 switching costs, and vendor strategies in terms of pricing

186 strategies and technology functionalities on the de facto

187 standardization process and outcomes and apply these to

188 the context of small-world and scale-free user networks,

189 the two commonly observed networks in the real world.

190 Our research questions are:

191 (1) Do we always observe a winner-take-all outcome in

192 de facto standards competition?

193 (2) What are the different technology adoption patterns

194 observed in de facto standards competition?

195 (3) What are the implications of network effects, switch-

196 ing costs, pricing, and functionality enhancement

197strategies on the outcome of de facto standards

198competition in different user network structures?

199The remainder of this article is structured as follows.

200Section 2 discusses our development of theory that inte-

201grates vendor competitive strategies reported in the stan-

202dards literature with network effects from the economic

203theory of networks and user network structures from

204complex network theory to explain de facto standardiza-

205tion. We then present our theoretical framework that will

206be used in this study. Section 3 discusses our simulation

207method, an agent-based computational analysis, and the

208underlying adoption decision model to explain de facto

209standardization. In Section 4, we present the simulation

210results and offer detailed discussion of the influence of

211various factors on the process and outcomes of de facto

212standardization. Section 5 concludes with the main con-

213tributions, the study’s limitations, and areas for future

214research.

2152 Theory development

216We systematically develop a theoretical perspective by

217integrating multiple research strands to explain de facto

218standardization. Our theoretical model combines user

219adoption behavior and vendor strategies to understand the

220competition between incompatible technological standards.

221For technology that is subject to network effects, the tra-

222ditional economic theory of networks conceptualizes that

223all users of that technology are subject to the same level

224of network effects. In contrast, we theorize that the

Table 1 Standard setting process

Approach Key activities highlighted in the literature Selected studies

De facto

standardization

Augereau et al. [6]: ISP adoption decisions of two

incompatible X2 and K56Flex modem technology

standards

Park [80]: consumer adoption decisions of

incompatible VHS and Beta standards in the VCR

market

Shankar and Bayus [86]: consumer adoption decisions

of incompatible Sega and Nintendo home video

game units

De jure

standardization

Backhouse et al. [7]: international information

systems security standard development

Chiao et al. [31]: implications of SSOs’ policy choices

Nickerson and zur Muehlen [79]: Web services

standards development

Our description of de facto and de jure standardization intends to highlight major activities involved in those standardization processes. It should

be noted that, in practice, the standard setting process is complex and may involve a myriad of actors (e.g., hardware producers, content

providers, third party application providers). For example, de facto standardization is often shaped by several conditions, including a sponsored

firm’s strategic behaviors, marketing campaigns, technology improvement, and complementary products offerings, among others
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225 implications of network effects on adoption decisions may

226 vary based on the structural properties of user networks.

227 This new conceptualization closely matches realistic stan-

228 dardization situations [47, 91, 103]. We begin with a

229 general discussion of key terms in the standards literature

230 and the importance of de facto standards in technology

231 markets.

232 2.1 Standards and standardization

233 Standards play a critical role in network-based technology

234 markets. These markets include telecommunications,

235 computers, and information systems, among others. Stan-

236 dards are a set of technical specifications that a producer

237 tacitly complies with, formally agrees to, or conforms to

238 via an explicit regulatory authority [34]. The literature on

239 standards broadly classifies standards into de jure standards

240 and de facto standards. De jure standards are those that

241 may be created voluntarily through committees or stan-

242 dards setting organizations or those that are mandated by

243 regulatory agencies. These standards are also known as

244 anticipatory standards because they are created ahead of

245 technological products. Web services standards such as the

246 eXtensive Markup Language (XML) standard created by

247 industry consortia [79] and the GSM mobile phone stan-

248 dard mandated by the European Union [53] are examples

249 of de jure standards.

250 De facto standards are those that emerge from market

251 competition. A de facto standards competition often

252 involves two or more vendors that offer incompatible

253 technologies and compete for market dominance. Gener-

254 ally, compatibility is a desirable property for users because

255 it enables them to ‘‘share databases, have access to large

256 selections of compatible software, exchange documents,

257 combine products made by different vendors, or simply

258 communicate directly’’ [15, p. 117]. Since 1980, there have

259 been a number of de facto standards competitions in a

260 broad range of technology markets including the 64-bit

261 video game market between Nintendo64 and Atari Jaguar,

262 the 56K modem market between 56Flex and X2, and the

263 programming language market between Java and C#,

264 among others [6, 47, 87].2

265 The process of setting a standard is broadly organized

266 around two major activities: (1) standard development and

267 design and (2) standard choice and diffusion [73]. For de

268 facto standardization, standard development and design

269 focuses on three major activities [90]. First, firms engage in

270 applied R&D to develop their proprietary technical

271specifications. Second, firms incorporate their proprietary

272technical specifications into technological products.

273Finally, firms introduce their technological products to the

274market. For example, Augereau et al. [6] examined two

275incompatible specifications for 56K modem technological

276standards from two industry consortia, one led by US

277Robotics and the other led by Rockwell. These two tech-

278nologies were incompatible. Users experienced a signifi-

279cant diminution in data speed if they used one modem

280technology and their ISP used the other technology.

281However, research that examines de facto standardization

282largely focuses on standards choices and diffusion because

283user choices among incompatible technologies are critical

284to determine firms’ success and a winner of a standards

285competition [6, 80, 86]. This process is also referred to as

286competition between standards [15, 45].

287As discussed earlier, de jure standardization can be

288created by voluntary SSOs or mandated by government

289agencies. Since de jure standards mandated by regulation

290often have minimal technical design activities, we will not

291discuss them in detail here. See Funk [45], who offers a

292comprehensive account of de jure standardization man-

293dated by government agencies in the global mobile phone

294industry. For de jure standardization through voluntary

295SSOs, the standard development and design focuses on

296four activities. First, a committee proposes technical

297specifications of standards. Second, consensus is developed

298among committee members followed by the third step of

299standards approval. Finally, firms develop products based

300on the approved standards. Research on de jure standards

301often focuses on their design and development because the

302process offers rich details to theorize about socio-political

303behaviors and other institutional factors that shape

304emerging standards [7, 31, 79]. For de jure standards, the

305standard choice and diffusion stage primarily involves

306technological products that share the same standard. This

307stage is often referred to in the literature as competition

308within standards [15, 45].

309Table 1 shows key activities in de facto and de jure

310standardization with illustrative examples from previous

311works in the area.

312Next, we draw on the economic theory of networks,

313complex network theory, and the standards literature to

314develop a theoretical model of key forces in de facto

315standardization. Table 2 presents the salient factors in de

316facto standardization.

317In de facto standards competition, users need to choose

318among incompatible technological products. This suggests

319that one needs to understand technology adoption decisions

320in order to understand the dynamics and outcomes of de

321facto standards competition. We begin by looking at the

322economic theory of networks and complex network theory

323to provide the foundation to understand adopter behaviors.

2FL01 2 See Gallagher and West [47, Table 1, p. 132] for a list of de facto

2FL02 standards competition from 1980 to 1999 and Farrell and Klemperer

2FL03 [40, Section 3] for a brief summary of several well known de facto

2FL04 standards competitions.
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324 2.1.1 Network effects

325 The economic theory of networks uses the term network

326 effects to refer to how the performance benefits of a tech-

327 nology tend to increase for an adopter when other users

328 also adopt that technology [48, 64]. Network effects

329 influence standard adoption in a market where one or more

330 incompatible standards compete [41, 61, 87]. The theory

331 argues that new users prefer a technology that has a large

332 installed base because they can expect to find a large

333 number of complementary products, training opportunities,

334 or technical assistance from knowledgeable users. Several

335 studies find strong support for this prediction in various

336 technology products, such as spreadsheets [22], automatic

337 teller machines [65], open-standard interorganizational

338 systems [107], and strategic IT investment decisions [66].

339 However, it is important to note that these studies often

340 used utility functions to quantitatively measure the influ-

341 ence of network effects on adoption decisions. This implies

342 an important assumption—namely, that a user adoption

343 decision is influenced by prior adoption decisions of all

344 other existing users referred to as global network effects or

345 peer-to-peer network effects [40] and denoted by N in

346 analytical models [48, 62, 65]. In other words, each user in

347an entire installed base has the same degree of influence on

348all existing and potential users [91, 92].

349Recently, some researchers have begun to question

350whether all existing adopters equally influence a user

351adoption decision. From a sociological perspective, the-

352ories such as the strength-of-ties theory argue that some

353key adopters in a user network may exert stronger

354influence on an individual’s adoption decision through

355social mechanisms or strong ties [91, 94]. As a result, a

356growing number of studies have relaxed the global net-

357work effects assumption by exploring the notion of local

358network effects and evaluating how user network structure

359influences technology adoption. For example, Kakade

360et al. [58] found that some local statistical characteristics

361of a social network can influence global economic factors

362such as price variations. In another study, Sundararajan

363[92] modeled local network effects by assuming that each

364user has incomplete information about the adoption of all

365other users and values adoption by only a small subset of

366other users in the neighborhood. His analytical models

367suggest that the influence of local network effects

368depends on the underlying social network structure.

369When examining the adoption of interorganizational

370systems among firms, Zhu et al. [107] found that their

Table 2 Key factors influencing de facto standardization

Factor Description Areas of focus Studies

Network effects Increasing utility as other users

adopt the same or compatible

good

Incomplete information and local

effects

Kakade et al. [58], Sundararajan

[92]

Impact of network effects on

adoption behaviors, innovation

diffusion, standard migration,

and pricing

Abrahamson and Rosenkopf [1],

Brynjolfsson and Kemerer [22],

Zhu et al. [107]

Social interaction Fomin et al. [44], Tucker [94]

User network structure Topological or statistical

characteristics of a social

network

Heterogeneity of individual users Tucker [94]

Models of user network structure Kakade et al. [58], Sundararajan

[92]

Switching costs One-time costs associated with the

process of switching from one

technology provider to another

Strategic importance Klemperer [68], Shapiro and

Varian [87]

Impact of switching costs on entry

decisions, prices, and product

differentiation

Geroski [50], Klemperer [67]

Psychological aspects of switching

cost and brand loyalty

Burnham et al. [23], Lee et al.

[72],Yang and Peterson [106]

Pricing strategies Approaches to setting prices for

marketing or competitive

purposes

Penetration pricing strategy Katz and Shapiro [63]

Public commitment to low prices Besen and Farrell [15], Katz and

Shapiro [62]

Survival pricing strategy Kamiya [59], Shapiro and Varian

[88]

Dynamic pricing strategy Cabral et al. [25], Radner and

Sundararajan [81]

Functionality enhancement

strategies

Product strategies related to timing

and the extent of improved

product functionality

Impact of improved functionalities

on technology adoption

Adner and Levinthal [2], Shapiro

and Varian [87], Suarez [90]
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371 vertical partners influence firm adoption decisions. The

372 partners include customers and suppliers as well as their

373 peers in the same industry.

374 A more refined conceptualization of network effects and

375 their implications parallels some of the development in the

376 socio-technical perspective of standardization. This line of

377 research examines social interactions among actors in a

378 network and analyzes the trajectory of standardization

379 process [44]. One of the important findings from this line of

380 research is that the influence of network effects is not

381 homogeneous across adopters. In her study of video-mes-

382 saging technology adoption, Tucker [94] showed that the

383 impact of one’s adoption decision on other users’ adoption

384 decisions depends on his or her position in communication

385 networks.

386 In this study, we chose to examine the influence of local

387 network effects on standards adoption to offer additional

388 insights in understanding de facto standards competition

389 and outcomes. Next, we look at complex network theory to

390 discern the relative influence of various users in a network.

391 2.1.2 User network structure

392 Complex network theory explains topological structures

393 and their implications in large-scaled, real-world complex

394 networks. A network consists of nodes and edges that link

395 pairs of nodes. The degree of a node is its number of

396 connections to other nodes. A node can be connected to

397 another node through a direct edge or through a sequence

398 of edges that form their connection path.

399 Two properties often observed in real-world networks

400 are the small-world property and the scale-free property.

401 The small-world property is characterized by short paths

402 between two nodes and by highly clustered connections

403 [77]. The scale-free property is observed when node con-

404 nections follow a scale-free power law distribution [10].

405 Several biological networks, such as the worm Caenor-

406 habditiselegans, and other social networks, such as the

407power grid of the Western United States, the collaboration

408of film actors, transportation networks, scientific co-

409authorship and citation networks, and phone call networks,

410have been proven to be complex networks [18]. Figure 1

411shows two network topologies that are commonly found in

412social structures—a small-world network and a scale-free

413network. Table 3 summarizes key concepts associated with

414complex network theory.

415The small-world network is named after the small-world

416phenomenon [76], which also is known as six degrees of

417separation [54]. It was motivated by the observation that

418several real-world social networks share two properties:

419high clustering and a short characteristic path length

420between two nodes. High clustering describes the extent of

421the cliquishness of a local neighborhood [102]. A highly-

422clustered social network means that friends of one person

423are likely friends of each other. Characteristic path length

424is the average number of edges in the shortest path between

425two nodes [102]. According to Watts [101], a small-world

426network has four properties that differentiate it from other

427networks: (1) a network is very large; (2) a network is

428sparse in the sense that, on average, each node connects

429with a few other nodes; (3) a network is decentralized and

430there is no dominant node; and (4) a network is highly

431clustered. (See the graph on the left in Fig. 1.)

432A small-world network can be constructed by rewiring

433links in a regular network. A rewiring procedure removes

434existing connections from a network and adds new random

435connections outside of the cluster. It produces a network

436that has strongly connected local neighborhoods with short

437average path length separated any two nodes. In this study,

438we further classify small-world networks into static and

439dynamic small-world networks. In static small-world net-

440works, the connections between nodes are essentially the

441same over time. In contrast, in dynamic small-world net-

442works, connections may change over time. This reflects

443circumstances in a real-world social network when old

444relationships may fade away and new relationships develop

Fig. 1 A small-world network

(left) and a scale-free network

(right)
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445 [70]. From a modeling perspective, a dynamic small-world

446 network is modeled by periodically applying a rewiring

447 procedure throughout a de facto standardization process.

448 A scale-free network is defined by the underlying

449 power-law probability distribution for the degree of each

450 node. Mathematically, the probability P(k) that a node

451 connects to k other nodes is defined by P(k) � k-c, when

452 the degree exponent c[ 0 [10]. One salient feature of a

453 scale-free network is that there will be a few nodes that

454 have far more connections than the rest of the nodes in a

455 network. These highly-connected nodes are known as hub

456 nodes. (See the black nodes in the graph on the right in

457 Fig. 1.) Studies have found that hub nodes play an

458 influential role in spreading contagious diseases, word-of-

459 mouth process in viral marketing, and innovation diffu-

460 sion [3, 9, 82]. A scale-free network emerges from two

461 natural mechanisms: (1) network growth (networks con-

462 tinuously expand as more nodes are added); and (2)

463 preferential attachment (new nodes are more likely to

464connect to other nodes that are already well connected

465with others) [10].

466Studies suggest that the structures of several networks

467such as the Austrian banking system [19] may exhibit both

468a scale-free property (contract size follows a power law

469distribution) and a small-world property (a low clustering

470coefficient and a relatively short characteristic path length).

471To our knowledge, no study has proposed a unified net-

472work topology that combines these two properties. Given

473this limitation, we will model user network structures using

474a small-world network and a scale-free network separately.

475A growing body of literature has investigated the

476influence of user network structures on the dynamics of

477network effects. Research in this area has largely organized

478around two streams. The first research stream adopts a

479micro perspective and investigates heterogeneity of users

480in social networks. The work by Tucker [94] is an example

481from this research stream. She studied the influence of user

482characteristics (e.g., managers, boundary spanner positions,

Table 3 Key concepts in complex network theory and their applications in de facto standardization

Concept General description Meaning in the de facto standardization

context

References

Nodes/vertices Members of a network Members can be individuals or firms Bampo et al. [9], Newman

et al. [78]

Hub nodes Nodes that have relatively high

connections compared to other

nodes in a network

Highly influential people or firms in a

social network

Barabási [11]

Edges/links Connections between nodes Communication links between members

of a network

Newman et al. [78]

Degree of a node The number of edges connecting

a node to other nodes

The number of social connections (e.g.,

friends, family, colleagues) that a

person has or a number of business

connections that a firm has

Albert and Barabási [4]

Path length Distance between two nodes

measuring from a sequence of edges

that link one node to the other node

A path length of 1 can be interpreted as,

for example, two persons being friends

or two firms having a business

partnership

Watts and Strogatz [102]

Clustering coefficient The proportion of a node’s neighbors

that are connected to each other

A high clustering coefficient means that

friends of one person are also friends of

each other

Watts and Strogatz [102]

Rewiring procedure A process of constructing a small-

world network by removing existing

connections and adding new

random connections to a regular

network

Changes in social connections that enable

individuals to form new relationships

and drop existing relationships. These

changes usually arise when individuals

switch jobs, move, or change club

memberships

Watts and Strogatz [102]

Small-world network A network that is characterized

by two properties: high clustering

and a short path length between

two nodes

A social network in which individuals are

connected with their neighbors or

colleagues but have few connections

with acquaintances outside of their local

social network

Albert and Barabási [4]

Scale-free network A network in which the probability

distribution of a degree of each node

follows a power-law distribution

A social network in which a small number

of individuals have dense connections to

others while most individuals have few

connections

Albert and Barabási [4]
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483 regular workers) on individual user adoption decisions. Her

484 findings suggest that people who have important boundary

485 spanning positions in a firm exert strong influence on

486 others’ adoption decisions. Another study by Suarez [91]

487 differentiated firms by the strength of their network ties. He

488 found that a firm’s technology adoption decision is strongly

489 influenced by other firms in the part of the network with

490 which it has strong ties. The second research stream takes a

491 macro perspective and focuses on the influence of different

492 network topologies on user behavior. Studies from this

493 stream [21, 58] modeled user networks using stylized

494 network topologies with a few nodes and edges such as a

495 complete graph, a generalized random graph, and a Poisson

496 random graph [92]. These simple networks, however, may

497 not capture the true topology of social networks observed

498 in the real world. More recently, studies have begun to use

499 complex network structures that resemble social networks

500 observed in the real world [9, 82].

501 Next, we examine three additional factors to capture

502 competitive strategies that technology vendors may employ

503 to influence standards adoption behaviors and the sub-

504 sequent outcome of de facto standardization. These factors

505 are switching costs, pricing strategies, and functionality

506 enhancement strategies.

507 2.1.3 Switching costs

508 In the de facto standardization process, incompatible

509 technologies compete for market dominance. Therefore,

510 switching costs are likely to play a role in user adoption

511 decisions [40]. While network effects promote broader

512 adoption of a technology, switching costs create a barrier

513 that may lock users into an old technology. Consistent with

514 previously cited literature [12, 68], switching costs are

515 incurred when a user switches from one technology vendor

516 to another and may include lost benefits or other explicit

517 charges associated with changing vendors. Klemperer [67]

518 suggests that switching costs may involve one or more of

519 the following: learning cost, transaction cost, and others

520 invented by firms such as repeat-purchase discounts or

521 technical services. Economists highlight the importance of

522 switching costs in the context of firm competition and

523 suggest that firms cannot compete effectively unless they

524 first identify, measure, and understand switching costs and

525 then map their strategies accordingly [87]. In particular,

526 consumer switching costs can bring about monopoly profits

527 for firms and contribute to the generation of multi-product

528 firms.

529 There has been a growing number of empirical studies

530 on switching costs in various technology markets including

531 mainframes [52], online brokerage services [30], mobile

532 phone services [89], routers and switches [29], and inter-

533 organizational systems [107]. Three important findings

534emerge from these empirical studies. First, switching costs

535are one of the critical factors that determine technology

536diffusion patterns. In his study of mainframe markets,

537Greenstein [52] found that switching costs were an

538important force contributing to an incumbent’s advantage.

539Second, vendors have significant control over switching

540costs through various strategies such as reward programs,

541frequent flyer programs, and complex product design [8,

54230, 97]. Third, vendors often take advantage of the inter-

543action effects among switching costs, prices, and installed

544base and use them to influence user adoption decisions. For

545example, in contrast to the general belief that the phone

546number portability regulation should reduce switching

547costs in favor of small players in mobile phone markets,

548Shi et al. [89] found that large firms can still use dis-

549criminatory pricing schemes to enjoy a strong market share

550through their large networks.

551Marketing studies offer an understanding of the psy-

552chological or emotional aspects of switching costs that are

553manifested in brand loyalty. Empirical evidence shows that

554switching costs play a moderating role between customer

555satisfaction and brand loyalty [72, 106]. Burnham et al.

556[23] suggest that switching costs are influenced by users’

557perceptions of product complexity, their breadth of product

558use, and provider heterogeneity, among others.

5592.1.4 Pricing strategies

560In general, technology adoption decisions depend on prices

561[41, 87], and new technology adoption tends to be slow if

562the price/performance ratio is unattractive to users [88]. To

563make adoption more probable, firms use different pricing

564strategies depending on market conditions. In a market with

565strong network effects, firms often use penetration pricing

566to build an early installed base by offering low prices

567(sometimes even below cost) [40, 87]. In some cases,

568penetration pricing means that firms have to bear a short-

569term loss with the expectation of long-term gains from a

570large installed base in the future [55]. Another strategy to

571convince prospective adopters to choose a particular stan-

572dard is a public commitment to low prices [15]. This strategy

573is more appropriate if firms expect to have low future costs

574[62]. The third strategy is survival pricing, which is more

575applicable when firms fall behind in competition and are

576willing to cut their prices (so they are very low but still

577cover the costs) to stimulate sales [59]. Some firms may use

578a survival pricing strategy in an attempt to win back cus-

579tomers [87]. Other pricing strategies discussed in the liter-

580ature are differentiation pricing [36], price skimming [14],

581and dynamic pricing [25, 81]. Relying on product custom-

582ization, differentiation pricing is more appropriate to com-

583petition within standards. Price skimming, which refers to

584the practice of setting a relatively high introductory price
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585 followed by lowering the price over time, does not seek to

586 maximize the installed base. With the assumption that users

587 are bounded rational agents, Radner and Sundararajan [81]

588 suggests an optimal dynamic pricing strategy for a firm that

589 sells a network good to set its price low when the user base

590 is below a specific target and to set a high price when the

591 user base is above the target. We will investigate the effect

592 of various pricing strategies on de facto standards compe-

593 tition in this study.

594 2.1.5 Functionality enhancement strategies

595 Technology functionality is one of the important factors

596 that users evaluate in their adoption decisions. For exam-

597 ple, winning standards in the video game industry are those

598 game consoles that offer faster and higher quality graphics

599 [46]. However, functional superiority only plays an

600 important role in standards competitions when there is a

601 relatively large performance gap between a technology

602 and other competing alternatives [90]. This observation

603 explains why, despite its technological superiority, Sony’s

604 Betamax failed to win the videotape standards competition.

605 In contrast, the major performance gap between Sony’s

606 Trinitron technology and RCA’s shadow mask allowed the

607 Sony’s standard to prevail in the market.

608 Two key findings from the literature on technology life

609 cycle theory offer a useful explanation on the evolution of

610 technology development from both a user’s and a firm’s

611 perspective. First, technology development trajectories are

612 influenced, in part, by the market in that users often have

613 minimum performance requirements that a technology

614 must satisfy in order for them to consider it [2]. Increases

615 in functionality that provide greater utility make technol-

616 ogies more attractive to adopt [74]. Therefore, some firms

617 aggressively market their technologies by pre-announcing

618 versions to attract potential users even before the product

619 market emerges. For instance, in mobilizing the Java brand,

620 Sun Microsystems attempted to prime market expectations

621by pre-announcing access to future technologies even when

622the product market had not yet emerged [49].

623Second, functionality enhancement strategies offer

624strong benefits during the early phase of the technology life

625cycle because they enable a firm to grow an installed base

626and acquire new customers [51, 95]. Katz and Shapiro’s

627[61, 62] work also suggests another opportunity when

628functionality enhancement strategies can provide strong

629values. In a rapidly growing market, competing vendors

630may overcome initial excess inertia if they can offer a

631product that is superior to the one that currently dominates

632the market.

6332.2 A conceptual framework of standards adoption

634in de facto standards competition

635We develop a conceptual framework that delineates how

636network effects, switching costs, pricing strategies, and

637functionality enhancement strategies influence user adop-

638tion behavior and hence the de facto standards competition

639process, which determines competition outcomes. (See

640Fig. 2.) The model captures the behaviors of technology

641vendors and users who are the key players in de facto

642standards competition. Our model closely follows the

643competitive behaviors of technology vendors in the real

644world. Vendors may choose to employ different pricing

645strategies to build an installed base and may choose to

646enhance technology functionalities as reactions to the riv-

647al’s strategies or as responses to changes in customer

648demand.

649Following the approach used in previous technology

650adoption studies [65, 107], we theorize that decision-

651makers (as users who are considering whether and which

652incompatible technological choices to adopt) practice value

653maximization in their decision-making founded on eco-

654nomic comparison between benefits and costs. Adoption

655costs take into account technology prices and switching

656costs if a user decides to switch from one technology to

Fig. 2 A conceptual framework

of standards adoption in de facto

standards competition
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657 another. We assume that technology with more function-

658 ality provides more benefits to users. As suggested by the

659 theoretical predictions and empirical evidence in the liter-

660 ature, existing users influence the adoption decisions of

661 other users in their local social network. We will examine

662 three models of user network structure in this study: static

663 small-world networks, dynamic small-world networks, and

664 scale-free networks.

665 3 Research method: an agent-based computational

666 model

667 We use agent-based computational modeling to enrich

668 theory development in de facto standards competition.3

669 According to Davis et al. [35], the chosen simulation

670 method should fit the research question, assumptions, and

671 the theoretical logic of the simple theory. This is because

672 the choice of simulation approach may shape subsequent

673 results. (See Step 3 in Table 10, Appendix 1.) Computa-

674 tional modeling uses simulation, emulation, and computer-

675 assisted numerical analysis for developing and testing

676 theory [26] and allows us to model dynamic and nonlinear

677 processes that are often difficult to observe in a de facto

678 standardization process. Agent-based computational mod-

679 eling is a computational modeling method that models

680 evolving systems of autonomous interacting agents [5].

681 There is a growing number of studies that use agent-based

682 computational modeling to study complex social and eco-

683 nomic problems. These include an analysis of viral mar-

684 keting campaigns [9], a study of the spread of contagious

685diseases [82], and a study of the dynamics of public

686opinions [93]. IS researchers have only begun to use agent-

687based computational modeling to study topics such as

688knowledge sharing in organizations [99] and Internet-based

689collaboration [100]. Agent-based computational modeling

690has several appealing qualities for the study of complex

691phenomena in information systems: (1) it allows

692researchers to observe a large number of components and

693their nonlinear interactions; (2) it can capture heterogene-

694ities (e.g., power, resources, or incentives) among indi-

695viduals or firms; and (3) it can model various types of

696complex network structures that are observed in real world

697contexts. However, there are drawbacks of agent-based

698computation modeling, namely the excessive computa-

699tional requirements and challenges in interpreting model

700behavior in complex models.

7013.1 Analytical model

702For this study, we built a model that captures the influence

703of network effects through user network structure, adoption

704costs, and functionality on standards adoption decisions.

705Adoption decisions, in turn, are aggregated to offer insights

706to better understand the dynamics of de facto standardi-

707zation. There are two types of players: users and technol-

708ogy vendors. Consistent with previous standards research

709that employs analytical models [42, 62], we assume that

710there are two incompatible technological standards in a

711market. Although a de facto standards competition in the

712real world may involve more than two incompatible tech-

713nological standards, our choice of two standards is a

714tradeoff between analytical tractability and richness of

715representation of standards competition. (Refer to, for

716instance, the competition among four incompatible tech-

717nologies in the 128-bit video game market in Gallagher and

718West [47, Table 1, p. 132]) Users can represent individuals

719or firms who are making adoption decisions by evaluating

720two incompatible technology choices. For example, an

721individual may contemplate a choice between Barnes &

722Noble’s Nook and Amazon’s Kindle for an e-book reader

723or a firm may evaluate a choice between Adobe Connect

724and Cisco WebEx for enterprise web conferencing soft-

725ware. At a given time, a user adopts at most one of the

726competing standards [38]. Later on, a user may decide to

727switch to the other technological standard but will have to

728pay the price for adopting the new technology and any

729other switching costs.

730We use the concept of threshold to model adoption

731behaviors. We define a technology adoption decision as ‘‘a

732discrete decision that is prompted by some threshold of

733attractiveness being surpassed’’ [2, p. 615]. First, a user

734will determine the utility of each technology by factoring

735in its costs and functionality, as well as the influence from

3FL01 3 Agent-based computation modeling is a useful method to study

3FL02 complex adaptive systems. A complex adaptive system (CAS) is a

3FL03 dynamic network of multiple agents (which may represent cells,

3FL04 species, individuals, firms and even nations) acting in parallel,

3FL05 constantly acting and reacting to what other agents are doing [56].

3FL06 This kind of systems is self-organized with emergent behaviors. These

3FL07 characteristics of complex adaptive systems are captured using the

3FL08 concepts of complexity, adaptive, or chaos [71, 98]. Holland and

3FL09 Miller [57] suggested that a system can be classified as a complex

3FL10 adaptive system if it satisfies five conditions: (1) a system consists of a

3FL11 network of interacting agents; (2) it exhibits a dynamic, aggregate

3FL12 behavior that emerges from individual activities; (3) its aggregate

3FL13 behavior can be described without a detailed knowledge of the

3FL14 behavior of individuals; (4) the actions of agents in its environment

3FL15 can be assigned a value (e.g., utility, payoff, fitness); and (5) agents

3FL16 have goals to increase their values over time. In this study, we view de

3FL17 facto standards competition as a complex adaptive system for three

3FL18 reasons. De facto standardization is an environment in which a set of

3FL19 various agents interacts. In our case, these agents include technology

3FL20 vendors and users. Agents act and react in response to perceived

3FL21 information about other agents’ behaviors. Some of these behaviors

3FL22 are rivals’ product prices, adoption decisions of friends, and new

3FL23 product functionalities that match users’ needs. An outcome of de

3FL24 facto standardization is much less likely to be determined by a single

3FL25 agent’s actions. In contrast, the outcome is explained by behaviors of

3FL26 all agents in a market.
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736 network effects. The utility of a technology increases when

737 others in a user’s immediate network or when influential

738 users in an entire network adopt that technology. Users

739 prefer a technological standard that has higher performance

740 through observed functionalities [2]. Second, a user will

741 adopt a standard if two conditions are met: its utility sur-

742 passes the user’s minimum threshold and its utility is

743 higher than the alternative. In other words, a user may

744 decide not to adopt any standards if they do not meet the

745 user’s minimum utility threshold. A consumer’s utility

746 function can be written as4:

Uijt ¼ kðcostajt � functionalityb
jt � network effectsc

ijtÞ þ eijt

Utility Functionð Þ

748748 Note that Uijt is the utility that consumer i derives from

749 technology j (0 represents technology A and 1 represents

750 technology B) at time t; k, a coefficient of learning effect, is

751 a monotonically increasing function of time (i.e., users

752 learn more about the technology over time); costjt is the

753 relative cost advantage of adopting technology j at time t;

754 functionalityjt [ (0, 1) is the degree of functionalities of

755 technology j at time t, where the higher value represents a

756 higher number of functionalities or features offered to

757 users; network_effectsijt [ (0, 1) is the influence of local

758 network effects of technology j for consumer i at time t,

759 where the higher the value means the stronger the network

760 effects; eijt * N(0, r2) is a random error term; and a, b, and

761 c are the elasticities of cost, functionality, and network

762 effects respectively. Note that a, b, and c have the value of

763 0.33 because we assume that each elasticity coefficient has

764 an equal weight on the adoption decision. We further

765 assume that a user is subject to an adoption utility threshold

766 and will choose to adopt a technology that offers a higher

767 utility with a minimum utility threshold of Uijt at 0.25 [75].

768 The coefficient of learning effect k is a function of time

769 t and has a range of values from 0.5 to 1. Its value is

770 calculated via a monotonically increasing linear function of

771 0.5 ? 0.02 t when t B 25. Its value is 1 when t [ 25. The

772 reason why we chose a starting point at 0.5 instead of 0 is

773 because technology vendors tend to release some product

774 information about their upcoming technologies. As a result,

775 users will have some knowledge about a technology when

776 it is introduced to the market. However, after a certain

777 period of time, we assume that potential users will have full

778 knowledge about the technology through various vendor

779marketing campaigns and word-of-mouth. Therefore, k will

780have the value of 1 for the remaining periods.

781The relative cost advantage of adopting technology j at

782time t, costjt, is specified as

783
total cos tð1�jÞt

total cos tjtþtotal cos tð1�jÞt
, where total_costjt is the total cost

784to adopt technology j at time t. For a new user who has not

785adopted either technological standard, the total cost is the

786price of technology j. For an existing user who decides to

787switch from one technology to the other, the total costs are

788the price of technology j and related switching costs. Note

789that costjt [ (0, 1) and a higher value mean a higher cost

790advantage for technology j.

791We use local network effects to capture the influence of

792others to whom a user has immediate connections within a

793network [94]. It is important to note that local network

794effects are computed differently in small-world and scale-

795free networks. We assume that local network effects are

796proportional to the number of connections that a user has.

797Consistent with diffusion of innovation theory [84], users

798seem to value information obtained from those influential

799users who have a high number of connections with other

800users. In small-world static and dynamic networks, each

801user has roughly the same number of connections. Thus,

802we will calculate the local network effects based on the

803number of adopters of the same technology within a user’s

804local network. In scale-free networks, the number of con-

805nections for each user can vary significantly; therefore, we

806will calculate the local network effects based on the

807number of adopters weighted by their social influence

808measured by their standardized degrees.

809We use several criteria to ensure the validity of the

810results from our computational model. (See Step 5 in

811Table 10, Appendix 1.) First, to minimize extraneous

812influences, our computational model examines a set of

813salient factors drawn from the extensive review of stan-

814dards literature. (See Table 2.) Second, similar to other

815studies that employed simulation methods [9, 60, 82], we

816perform sensitivity analysis to ensure that our results are

817robust and to increase confidence in our computational

818representations and theoretical logic. Table 4 provides

819details on the parameter values used in the baseline model

820and in the sensitivity analysis. Third, we seek to explain the

821mechanisms behind the model behaviors and to develop

822strong managerial insights. We will use related theoretical

823explanation and empirical findings to support the infer-

824ences we have made based on our results.

8253.2 Simulation of standards adoption in de facto

826standards competition

827We use the REcursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit

828(REPAST) as a framework to implement our agent-based

4FL01 4 We extended the Cobb-Douglas utility function that Adner and

4FL02 Levinthal [2] used to study the interaction of technology functionality

4FL03 and price on user adoption decisions. Our model differs from their

4FL04 model in two ways: (1) we added the influence of network effects as

4FL05 another variable that influences user adoption decisions; and (2) we

4FL06 considered both price and switching costs in adoption costs. The value

4FL07 of costjt was normalized to be between 0 and 1 to ensure that its value

4FL08 is on the same scale as network effects and functionality.
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829 simulation. REPAST has been successfully used to model

830 social networks and interactions in a number of research

831 domains such as knowledge sharing [99], financial behav-

832 iors [20], and wars [27].

833 The simulation follows these steps:

834 (1) Construct the underlying user network based on three

835 key parameters: network size, average degree, and

836 rewiring probability in the case of small-world

837 networks.

838 (2) At each time t, calculate the utilities of technology

839 A and technology B for each user. A user makes a

840 technology adoption decision by comparing utilities

841 of the two technologies and the adoption threshold.

842 Three possible decisions are adopting or switching to

843 technology A, adopting or switching to technology B,

844 or no adoption.

845 (3) The simulation ends when the installed bases of the

846 two technologies converge toward their saturation

847 points of adoption. The saturation points are observed

848 graphically when the installed base curves are either

849 becoming flat straight lines or oscillating around a

850 central value within a small range.

851 4 Results

852 We now present the simulation results of the independent

853 and interactive influences of network effects, switching

854 costs, technology functionality, and pricing strategies on de

855facto standards competition processes and outcomes. For

856each set of model parameters, we examine three user net-

857work structures: static small-world networks, dynamic

858small-world networks, and scale-free networks. Simulation

859enables us to vary the values of key factors in our model

860and use the findings for developing theory and novel

861insights [35]. For each set of parameter specifications, the

862simulation ran 100 times to produce reliable results. We

863address the face validity of the results by focusing on new,

864interesting, or surprising outcomes, which were not

865immediately obvious during the model construction.

8664.1 Observation 1: patterns of standards adoption

867We first examine the results across different parameter

868values and user network structures to identify discernible

869patterns of the de facto standardization process in terms of

870user installed base. The overall results suggest four patterns

871of the dynamics of an installed base in the standardization

872process. (See Fig. 3.) Consistent with the explanation

873offered by diffusion of innovation theory [84], all four

874standardization patterns show slow adoption during the

875early phase of standards competition because most users

876may know very little about the standards and choose a

877wait-and-see approach to avoid uncertainties and risks.

878The first two patterns A and B show three phases of the

879standardization process similar to those observed in the

880S-shaped diffusion curve. User adoption of both technol-

881ogies was slow at first, followed by a period of rapid

882growth, and finally a leveling-off period at the end.

Table 4 Model parameters values and sensitivity analysis

Parameters Values in the baseline model Values in the

sensitivity analysis

Total users 300 200, 400

Functionality (A, B)a 0.5, 0.5

Price per unit (A, B) 25, 25 (These are starting prices at the beginning of the

competition. They may be subsequently adjusted if a

firm uses a dynamic pricing strategy.)

Learning interval (t) 25 20, 30

Switching costs (% of price)b 25%

User network structures

Dynamic and static small-world network

Rewiring probability 0.25 0.15, 0.35

Average degree 8 4, 12

Scale-free network

Average degree 8 4, 12

a We vary the values of functionality when we examine the influence of functionality enhancement on standardization process and outcomes. We

use the low level of functionality advantage (0.1) by setting the functionality of the two technologies at 0.6 and 0.5 respectively and the high level

of functionality advantage (0.3) by setting the functionality of the two technologies at 0.8 and 0.5 respectively
b We vary the values of switching costs when we examine the influence of switching costs on standardization. We compare the results from the

low switching costs (25% of price) and the high switching costs (100% of price)
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883 However, in pattern A, the installed base of one tech-

884 nology remains very low (or even zero) throughout the

885 observation period. In other words, the outcome resembles

886 the winner-take-all phenomenon. Although pattern B

887 shows a similar S-shaped curve, the installed base of the

888 two technologies remain relatively high or at least at the

889 competitive levels at the end of the observation period. In

890 contrast to the prediction from the economic theory of

891 networks, this result suggests that both technologies may

892 coexist in the market. Some studies further suggest that

893 there is a minimum market share required for the product

894 to be viable [24]. Take the electronics industry, for

895 example. Motorola decided to withdraw from the market

896 by selling its business to Matsushita in the early 1970s

897 because of its low 6% to 7% market share of U.S. tele-

898 visions [24]. In this article, we use 5% (or 15 out of 300

899 users) as a minimum viability threshold to distinguish

900 pattern A and pattern B. In order to validate our choice of

901 this cut-off value, we asked 20 individuals who are not

902 related to our study to classify a sample of 20 pattern A

903and pattern B graphs. All these raters did not know our

904chosen cut-off value. Each rater was asked to classify

905these graphs into two groups. Their classifications were

906used to calculate the inter-rater agreement statistics.

907Cohen’s Kappa was 0.85, p \ 0.001, suggesting that our

908cut-off value is appropriate.

909Patterns C and D show four distinct phases in the

910adoption process. In pattern C, both technologies experi-

911ence a short period of slow adoption followed by a growth

912of their installed base. After that, one technology contin-

913ues to experience growth in its installed base while the

914other technology observes a sharp decrease in its installed

915base. Eventually, an installed base of both technologies

916stabilizes with two potential outcomes. One outcome is

917similar to the winner-take-all; the other is coexistence in

918the market with one technology having a higher installed

919base than the other. Finally, pattern D can be considered

920as an anomalous case of pattern C. In pattern D, we

921observe that one technology grows its installed base to

922more than 50% of the market during the early periods of

Fig. 3 Four standards adoption

patterns in de facto

standardization process
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923 the standardization process. Subsequently, this technology

924 experiences a dramatic decline in its installed base while

925 the other technology manages to catch up and eventually

926 takes over the entire market. These different patterns

927 prompt questions that warrant further analysis: (1) Under

928 what conditions do we observe these different standards

929 adoption patterns? and (2) What are their frequencies of

930 occurrence? We will address these questions later in this

931 section.

932 Next, we observe that the graphs from these four pat-

933 terns seem to suggest that there is a critical time point that

934 may shape the subsequent dynamics of standardization

935 process. We call this point a turning point. (See the

936 turning points for each pattern in Fig. 3.) For pattern A

937 and pattern B, we observe the significant growth of one

938 technology and a leveling off of the installed base of the

939 other technology at their turning points. For pattern C and

940 pattern D, their turning points are associated with the

941 strong growth of one technology and a sharp decline of

942 the other technology.

943 To carry out a detailed analysis of the role of turning

944 points, we will use four variables to characterize standards

945 adoption in de facto standardization. These variables

946 include the following: the proportion of an installed base

947 (Turn_inst) at a turning point; the turning time defined as

948 the time when the turning point is reached (Turn_time); the

949 maturity time (Maturity_time) defined as the time when an

950 installed base of both technologies reaches its matured

951 state; and the duration of time between a turning point and

952 a maturity point (Turn_Mat_dur) defined as an elapsed

953 time between a turning point and a maturity point. (See

954 Fig. 4.)

9554.2 Observation 2: user network structures, network

956effects, and standards adoption patterns

957Our results from the baseline model suggest that user

958network structures have a significant impact on de facto

959standards adoption. Table 5 presents the frequencies of

960each pattern observed across three user network structures.

961In static and dynamic small-world networks, pattern C is

962the dominant pattern. This is because the links in static

963small-world networks do not change over time. As a result,

964information sharing tends to be locally diffused. This fea-

965ture, local proximity, offers a possible answer for a non-

966decreasing installed base after the turning points in static

967small-world networks. In addition, we also observe that no

968technology switching occurs once the local equilibrium is

969reached as shown in pattern B. In contrast, dynamic small-

970world networks enable information exchange beyond the

971local neighborhood through the potential changes in user

972relationships over time. This may allow additional infor-

973mation to be shared when users connect to others outside of

974their local groups. The new information may lead users to

975switch from one standard to the other.

976In scale-free networks, pattern A and pattern B are most

977frequently observed. This can be explained by the struc-

978tural characteristics of scale-free networks: a small number

979of users are considered hub nodes that have a number of

980connections to other nodes, while the rest have only a few

981connections. Hub nodes, though very few in number, have

982significantly high social influence on other users. That is, as

983hub nodes become adopters, they provide strong signals to

984non-adopters, who then adopt in increasing numbers. This

985phenomenon can be explained by informational cascade

986theory, which describes how people forego individual

987evaluations and instead converge on adopting a product

988with increasing momentum due to information from the

989behavior of prior adopters [16, 17, 37]. As an increasing

990number of users jump on to the bandwagon, network

991effects become stronger. If the hub nodes happen to con-

992verge on one technology, there is a good chance that will

993become the leading technology and hence, will capture the

994entire market while leaving the other technology with very

995few or no adopters as observed in Pattern A. However, if

996the hub nodes split their adoptions between the two stan-

997dards, this will trigger subsequent adoptions among other

B 

% of Installed 
base 

% of 
Installed base 

Turning time Maturity time
Time 

Elapsed time 

A
Turning

point 

Fig. 4 Variables to explain standards adoption in de facto

standardization

Table 5 Pattern frequencies with different networks in the baseline

model

Pattern A Pattern B Pattern C

Static small-world 0 23% 77%

Dynamic small-world 0 0 100%

Scale-free 48% 42% 10%
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998 users and result in a large enough installed base for both

999 technologies to survive (Pattern B). There is also a possi-

1000 bility that if the hub nodes who adopt the non-dominant

1001 technology are not among the most influential ones, their

1002 followers may decide to switch to the other technology.

1003 This pattern of behaviors leads to the standards adoption

1004 observed in pattern C.

1005 4.3 Observation 3: the influence of switching costs

1006 We investigate the influence of switching costs using two

1007 levels, low (25% of technology price), and high (100% of

1008 technology price). The results are presented in Table 6.

1009 Our interpretations of these results are as follows. First,

1010 it appears that the turning times are not significantly dif-

1011 ferent across three user network structures. However, an

1012 installed base at turning points (Turn_inst) in scale-free

1013 networks is significantly lower (8% for low switching costs

1014 and 10% for high switching costs) than an installed base at

1015 turning points in static and dynamic small-world networks

1016 (27% and 29% in the case of low switching costs for static

1017 and dynamic small-world networks and 31% and 30% in

1018 the case of high switching costs for static and dynamic

1019 small networks). This is because the bandwagon effect,

1020 triggered by the strong social influence of hub nodes, could

1021 easily move the market toward one technology.

1022 Second, the values of Turn_time at low and high levels

1023 of switching costs in dynamic small-world networks are

1024 smaller than those values in static small-world networks. It

1025 is likely that changes in user relationships in dynamic

1026 small-world networks through adding long-distance con-

1027 nections to local networks facilitate information sharing

1028 to a large number of users who, in turn, may decide to adopt

1029 a technology. Third, Maturity_time remains somewhat

1030unchanged in static small-world networks (27.17 and 28.17

1031for low and high switching costs). However, the values of

1032Maturity_time for low and high switching costs are sig-

1033nificantly different in dynamic small-world networks

1034(30.52 and 67.94 for low and high switching costs). A

1035plausible explanation is that network effects and switching

1036costs create counteracting forces that delay adoption

1037decisions of some users. In this case, information tends to

1038diffuse more globally in dynamic small-world networks

1039than in static small-world networks. As a result, global

1040network effects may more heavily influence users. Such

1041influence may create pressure for some users to switch to

1042another technology. On the other hand, higher switching

1043costs may prevent users from switching. These two coun-

1044teracting forces jointly contribute to a prolonged period

1045before a matured state in dynamic small-world networks is

1046reached. In scale-free networks, it is likely that fewer users

1047may decide to switch from one standard to the other when

1048the switching costs are high. Therefore, the market may

1049converge faster, which explains a relatively shorter elapsed

1050time to reach the matured state compared to the case when

1051switching costs are low (35.77 and 26.75 for low and high

1052switching costs).

1053Fourth, the probability of winning 50% of the market

1054across the three user network structures is approximately

1055equal to 0.5. Regardless of the change in the levels of

1056switching costs and network structures, those parameters

1057that characterize each technology (price and functionality)

1058remain the same. In other words, both technologies have a

1059fairly equal chance to win. We also found that the proba-

1060bilities for winning 50%, 75% and 100% of the market in

1061dynamic small-world networks remain unchanged. This is

1062because the outcome is always the winner-take-all in

1063dynamic small-world networks.

Table 6 Summary statistics of simulation results across two levels of switching costs

Static small-world Dynamic small-world Scale-free

Low High Low High Low High

Turn_inst 0.27(0.35)a 0.31(0.36) 0.29(0.33) 0.30(0.35) 0.08(0.26) 0.10(0.28)

Turn_time 21.52(1.33) 20.77(1.14) 17.98(1.86) 18.11(1.76) 20.32(1.72) 19.53(1.28)

Maturity_time 27.17(1.75) 28.17(2.18) 30.52(3.02) 67.94(5.75) 35.77(2.93) 26.75(2.04)

Turn_Mat_dur 5.65(1.80) 7.39(2.13) 12.54(2.97) 49.83(5.69) 15.45(2.84) 7.22(1.81)

Win50%b 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.48 0.56

Win75% 0.24 0.18 0.49 0.51 0.45 0.46

Win100% 0.05 0 0.49 0.51 0.10 0

Pattern Ac 0 1% 0 0 48% 36%

Pattern B 23% 69% 0 0 42% 64%

Pattern C 77% 30% 100% 100% 10% 0

a The values reported in each cell are the average values and the variances (shown in parentheses)
b Win50%, Win75%, and Win100% refer to the probability that one technology has 50%, 75%, and 100% of users at the maturity time
c The reported values in pattern A, B, and C are their observed frequencies
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1064 Fifth, when we examine the frequencies of standards

1065 adoption patterns, we conclude that switching costs sig-

1066 nificantly influence de facto standardization in both static

1067 small-world networks and scale-free networks. However,

1068 switching costs do not seem to have much impact in

1069 dynamic small-world networks. In both static small-world

1070 and scale-free networks, we observe that when switching

1071 costs are high, the frequency of pattern B increases while

1072 the frequency of pattern C decreases. This suggests that we

1073 are likely to observe the coexistence of two standards in the

1074 market with high switching costs. These findings also

1075 suggest that higher switching costs are an important barrier

1076 for inter-standard migration.

1077 4.4 Observation 4: the influence of functionality

1078 enhancement

1079 Here, we examine how the advantage in technology func-

1080 tionality could impact standards adoption. The functional-

1081 ity advantage is low if the normalized difference of

1082 functionality between two standards is equal to 0.1. The

1083 functionality advantage is high if the normalized difference

1084 of functionality is equal to 0.3. Table 7 presents the results

1085 of the influence of functionality on standards adoption

1086 among various user network structures.

1087 The results of the different levels of installed base at

1088 turning points (Turn_inst) suggest that a standard with a

1089 higher functionality advantage requires a smaller installed

1090 base to subsequently shape the dynamics of standards

1091 adoption (e.g., 15% and 8% for low and high functionality

1092 advantage in dynamic small-world networks).This is

1093 because a higher functionality advantage means a lower

1094 minimum installed base needed to generate the bandwagon

1095effect to eventually win the standards competition. In other

1096words, when one technology is perceived to have more

1097functionalities than the other, the technology with lower

1098functionalities tends to stop growing at a lower installed

1099base.

1100With respect to the standardization outcomes, we find

1101that even a small functionality advantage (0.1) would give

1102technology vendors higher probabilities (e.g., 0.87 com-

1103pared with 0.51 in the base model from Table 6 for static

1104small-world networks) to gain more than 50% of the

1105market across all three network structures. The probabili-

1106ties to capture 50%, 75%, and even 100% of the market are

1107higher when the functionality advantage is high. Together,

1108these results show that the higher functionality advantage

1109may lead a firm to win a standards competition with a

1110substantially large installed base. Note that the probability

1111of capturing the entire market (Win100%) in scale-free

1112networks is lower than in the other two network structures.

1113This could be attributable to the structure of the networks.

1114In static and dynamic small-world networks, the degrees of

1115each node are fixed at certain values. Recall that the degree

1116of a scale-free network follows a power-law distribution.

1117This unique topology creates a non-uniform distribution of

1118the influence of network effects, and consequently an

1119uneven distribution of users’ adoption probabilities. For

1120instance, some potential adopters who have a small number

1121of connections are likely to have lower adoption thresholds

1122than the value in our model (0.25).This is the reason why

1123we observe that some users may not adopt either technol-

1124ogy A or technology B in scale-free networks.

1125Similarly, the frequencies of standards adoption patterns

1126confirm that the winter-take-all outcome is likely to occur

1127even with a small functionality advantage. A comparison of

Table 7 Summary statistics of simulation results across two levels of functionality advantage

Static small-world Dynamic small-world Scale-free

Low High Low High Low High

Turn_inst 0.13(0.33)a 0.10(0.42) 0.15(0.37) 0.08(0.47) 0.04(0.28) 0.01(0.24)

Turn_time 21.63(1.13) 22.32(1.89) 21.93(0.93) 22.79(0.82) 22.08(0.98) 22.30(1.10)

Maturity_time 36.56(3.71) 34.51(2.34) 29.34(2.58) 33.76(2.74) 30.96(2.54) 33.56(1.49)

Turn_Mat_dur 19.16(3.83) 13.25(2.97) 8.38(2.74) 12.45(3.59) 9.71(2.75) 10.86(1.59)

Win50%b 0.87 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.91 1

Win75% 0.82 0.90 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.98

Win100% 0.73 0.90 0.95 0.96 0.54 0.80

Pattern Ac 32% 64% 32% 71% 82% 93%

Pattern B 4% 5% 0 0 16% 7%

Pattern C 64% 26% 66% 24% 2% 0

Pattern D 0% 5% 2% 5% 0 0

a The values reported in each cell are the average values and the variances (shown in parentheses)
b Win50%, Win75%, and Win100% refer to the probability that one technology has 50%, 75%, and 100% of users at the maturity time
c The reported values in pattern A, B, C, and D are their observed frequencies
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1128 the results in Tables 6 and 7 reveals that the probability of

1129 Win100% in Table 7 is substantially higher than in Table 6

1130 for the three network structures. The functionality advan-

1131 tage also influences the observed frequencies of different

1132 standards adoption patterns. For example, we observed a

1133 higher occurrence of pattern A for a high level of func-

1134 tionality advantage than for a low level of functionality

1135 advantage across all three networks. As discussed earlier,

1136 these results suggest that as the functionality gap between

1137 two standards increases, incentive for a user to switch

1138 between standards is reduced.

1139 We observed a small number of occurrences of pattern

1140 D in static and dynamic small-world networks (e.g., 5% in

1141 static and dynamic small-world networks when the func-

1142 tionality advantage is high). Again recall that pattern D

1143 requires the presence of more than 50% of an installed base

1144 at the turning point. This finding contradicts the findings of

1145 a number of previous studies on network effects. Accord-

1146 ing to the S-shaped diffusion prediction, an installed base

1147 should not decrease once a standard captures more than

1148 50% of the market [48, 62]. The occurrence of pattern D in

1149 our results, however, shows that technology with a small

1150 installed base during the early phase of standards compe-

1151 tition may still have a chance to win. This finding can be

1152 explained by the influence of local network effects. The

1153 local network effects offer a small window of opportunity

1154 for the lagging technology to reverse a seemingly irre-

1155 versible trend to grow its installed base and eventually win

1156 the standards competition.

1157 4.5 Observation 5: the influence of pricing strategies

1158 We examine the influence of two different pricing strate-

1159 gies—static pricing and dynamic pricing—on standards

1160 adoption. A static pricing strategy refers to the practice of

1161 keeping one price throughout the standardization process.

1162 A dynamic pricing strategy allows firms to adjust their

1163 prices in each period to react to competition or to respond

1164 to demand. Since we assume that price and functionality

1165 have an equal influence on a user adoption decision, it

1166 should be obvious that the influence of static pricing

1167 strategy should be similar to the results of functionality

1168 advantage. Therefore, the results presented earlier on the

1169 influence of functionality should apply to our understand-

1170 ing of the influence of a static pricing strategy as well.

1171 To understand the influence of a dynamic pricing

1172 strategy, we allow firms to adjust their prices in each time

1173 point. Price adjustment decisions are based on three con-

1174 ditions: a vendor’s past profit, a vendor’s past installed

1175 base, and the past installed base of its rival. These three

1176 conditions are derived from the variables suggested by

1177 Cyert and March [32] for determining organizational

1178 goals—the organization’s past goals, the organization’s

1179past performance, and the past performance of other

1180comparable organizations.

1181The mechanics of dynamic pricing decisions can be

1182explained as follows. If profit increases while the installed

1183base is higher than its rival’s, the technology vendor will

1184increase its price in order to maximize profit. However, if

1185profit increases when the installed base is lower than the

1186rival’s, the technology vendor should lower the price in

1187order to attract more users and generate more revenue in

1188the long run. Pricing decisions can be problematic when

1189the profit declines (due to pricing lower than cost or a

1190decline in an installed base). If a firm raises its price, it may

1191lose the opportunity to acquire new users. On the other

1192hand, lowering the price would further reduce the profit. To

1193address this issue, we let the price randomly change in a

1194very small neighborhood of its original value.

1195We will use an illustration of the influence of a dynamic

1196pricing strategy in dynamic small-world networks to

1197explain the standardization process. (See Fig. 5.) Tech-

1198nology A (represented by red lines) starts off with a higher

1199price compared to the price of technology B. Although

1200technology A’s revenue rapidly increases, its installed base

1201falls behind that of technology B. Following the dynamic

1202pricing strategy, technology A’s vendor lowers its price to

1203be lower than cost in an attempt to grow its installed base.

1204The change in technology A’s price creates a large price

1205advantage for technology A. As a result, a growing number

1206of users decide to adopt technology A, thus narrowing the

1207gap in technologies A’s and B’s installed base. After the

1208turning point, technology A eventually takes over the entire

1209market even when technology A’s vendor raises its prices

1210to higher than the price of technology B. The observed

1211result is comparable with the outcome of using a penetra-

1212tion pricing strategy to gain a large market share [15, 64].

1213For example, in the 32/64 bit game console market, Sony

1214engaged in aggressive penetration pricing to build its

1215installed base of PlayStation consoles early, believing that

1216it could recoup its revenue from game royalties [38]. Once

1217an installed base is large enough (usually after the turning

1218point), a firm will have sufficient market power to increase

1219its price above its rival’s without losing its share of the

1220users.

1221Table 8 summarizes the results from the application of

1222dynamic pricing strategies in our simulation. Compared

1223with the results from the baseline model in Table 6, we

1224observe that the values of Maturity_time, and Turn_

1225Mat_dur are all higher for static small-world networks and

1226dynamic small-world networks. This indicates that a

1227dynamic pricing strategy can prolong standards competi-

1228tion in static small-world networks and dynamic small-

1229world networks.

1230A dynamic pricing strategy creates fluctuations in the

1231price, revenue, and installed base curves. Therefore, using
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1232 an installed base as an indicator to measure the success of

1233 standards competition is no longer adequate. For example,

1234 we cannot consider a firm to be a winner if it merely grows

1235 a bigger installed base by adopting aggressive pricing

1236 strategies that may lead to a significant loss in its revenue.

1237 In the case of dynamic pricing strategies, it is more

1238 appropriate to determine a winner if a firm has higher

1239 revenue, a higher price, and higher installed base at the

1240 maturity point. We add the values associated with this

1241 outcome (All higher) for the three user network structures.

1242 (See Table 8.)

1243 Our results suggest that the value of All higher for scale-

1244 free networks is 47%, compared with 31% in static small

1245 networks and 12% in dynamic small-world networks. The

1246 frequencies of pattern D can help explain this finding. In

1247 static and dynamic small-world networks, about one third

1248 of the results (36% and 33% in static small-world network

1249 and dynamic small-world networks, respectively) show an

1250 installed base at the turning points at more than half of the

1251 population. Therefore, the technology with a lower instal-

1252 led base is pressured to lower its price in order to reverse

1253 this situation. The frequencies of pattern C in static small-

1254 world networks and dynamic small-world networks show

1255that switching occurs frequently due to price changes.

1256Although lowering the price may attract more users, it also

1257has the potential to compromise a firm’s revenue. Note that

1258we do not observe pattern D in scale-free networks. This

1259suggests that a technology vendor may feel reluctant to

1260sacrifice its revenue to grow a dominant installed base.

1261Moreover, the high frequency (92%) of pattern A in scale-

1262free networks also indicates that one technology primarily

1263dominates the market throughout the standards competi-

1264tion. As a result, there is no need for the dominant tech-

1265nology to lower its price.

1266If we compare the results from static small-world and

1267dynamic small-world networks, the explanation should be

1268attributable to the difference in their topological attributes.

1269Users are highly clustered in static small-world networks

1270and the network effects are somewhat localized. In con-

1271trast, users in dynamic small-world networks are more

1272easily exposed to the global information due to the short

1273characteristic path length. In other words, network effects

1274are much stronger in dynamic small-world networks than

1275in static small-world networks, all else equal. In order to

1276catch up and grow a bigger installed base, the firm that has

1277a lower installed base has to adopt aggressive pricing

Fig. 5 The influence of a

dynamic pricing strategy in

dynamic small-world networks
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1278 strategies to counteract the strong network effects estab-

1279 lished by the leading technology. In this case, maintaining

1280 higher revenue, a higher price and higher installed base at

1281 the same time seems to be challenging in dynamic small-

1282 world networks.

1283 Table 9 summarizes our key findings on the questions

1284 that we asked at the outset of this research.

1285 We perform sensitivity analysis to evaluate the validity

1286 of our results and to obtain additional insights about stan-

1287 dards adoption and de facto standardization. We report the

1288 results from sensitivity analysis in Appendix 2.

1289 5 Discussion and conclusion

1290 Standards competition between incompatible products

1291 plays an important role in today’s technology markets.

1292 Drawing on the economic theory of networks, complex

1293 network theory, and the standards literature, we examine

1294 the influence of local network effects, switching costs,

1295 pricing, functionality enhancement strategies, and user

1296 network structures to understand de facto standardization

1297 through user standards adoption. Using computational

1298 modeling analysis, our study obtains several new findings.

1299 This section discusses theoretical and empirical contribu-

1300 tions, managerial and policy-making implications, future

1301 research areas, and the limitations of this research.

13025.1 Theoretical and empirical contributions

1303This article contributes to theory development on stan-

1304dardization and technology adoption. We respond to the

1305call for studies that develop a framework to link concepts

1306and ideas from various streams in the literature in a way

1307that offers new knowledge on the dynamics and outcomes

1308of de facto standardization and also on useful strategic

1309options to practitioners [90, 103]. Also, some researchers

1310are concerned about the limitation of the economic theory

1311of networks in explaining divergent outcomes of de facto

1312standards competition in the real world [47, 91, 92, 103].

1313For example, Weitzel et al. [103] strongly criticize the

1314homogeneous network effects explanation from the eco-

1315nomic theory of networks. They argue that the boldly

1316generalized network effects oversimplify standardization

1317process and undermine variance among standard user

1318behaviors observed in real situations. In addition, the

1319treatment of homogeneous network effects in the standards

1320literature prevents researchers from asking several impor-

1321tant questions needed to develop a complete understanding

1322of the conditions that affect standard diffusion.

1323In this research, we move beyond the traditional eco-

1324nomic theory of networks that has been the dominant

1325theory to explain de facto standardization and its outcomes.

1326Our model integrates the economic theory of networks,

1327complex network theory, and other relevant factors from

1328the standards literature to examine user adoption behavior

1329and firm strategic behavior underlying de facto standardi-

1330zation and its associated outcomes. Our analysis also

1331emphasizes the complex interaction of economic variables

1332and social influence derived from user network structures

1333observed in the real world.

1334Our study also offers other methods ideas for stan-

1335dardization research. Although simulation is not a new

1336research method, its use has primarily focused on predic-

1337tion [35]. We believe that simulation is a valuable approach

1338to theory building in standardization research for a number

1339of reasons. First, simulation allows researchers to use a

1340small set of salient parameters to develop a precise

1341understanding of the dynamic and complexity in stan-

1342dardization. Second, simulation allows researchers to ana-

1343lytically model user standards adoption decisions when this

1344kind of data is very difficult to obtain in practice. Third,

1345simulation offers a useful approach to gather evidence to

1346further develop process and variance theories of

1347standardization.

1348Our findings extend the current economic theory of

1349networks and standards literatures in several ways. First, we

1350extend the concept of network effects that traditionally has

1351been treated as the overall size of a network. In particular,

1352we treat consumers as autonomous agents who make

1353adoption decisions based on their individual evaluations of

Table 8 Summary statistics of simulation results with dynamic

pricing strategies

Static small-

world

Dynamic small-

world

Scale-free

Turn_inst 0.40(0.48)a 0.33(0.53) 0.01(0.10)

Turn_time 23.89(1.69) 22.04(1.97) 23.60(0.92)

Maturity_time 60.63(5.99) 56.92(6.02) 31.76(1.34)

Turn_Mat_dur 36.74(5.96) 34.88(5.97) 8.06(2.85)

Win50%b 0.53 0.53 0.48

Win75% 0.24 0.53 0.48

Win100% 0.04 0.53 0.29

All higherc 0.31 0.12 0.47

Pattern Ad 0% 0% 92%

Pattern B 5% 0% 6%

Pattern C 59% 41% 2%

Pattern D 36% 33% 0%

a The values reported in each cell are the average values and the

variances (shown in parentheses)
b Win50%, Win75%, and Win100% refer to the probability that one

technology has 50%, 75%, and 100% of users at the maturity time
c The results for All higher capture the condition when one tech-

nology has higher revenue, higher price, and higher installed base at

the maturity time
d The reported values in pattern A, B, C, and D are their observed

frequencies
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1354 different technology standards. These users also use local

1355 information they can gather through their local network

1356 connections. We believe that our modeling approach yields

1357 a more accurate representation of what happens in the real

1358 world, thus increasing the validity of our findings.

1359 Second, our results support Farrell and Saloner’s [41,

1360 p. 81] assertion that ‘‘in reality, a standard is often a …
1361 complex object.’’ Previous standards literature predicts that

1362 positive feedback will result in a tippy market in favor of

1363 one dominant player or a winner-take-all outcome. We

1364 found that de facto standardization does not always exhibit

1365 tipping behaviors [47, 91]. On the other hand, user network

1366 structures have a strong influence on dynamics of stan-

1367 dardization [9, 82, 103]. For example, we observe the

1368 coexistence of two standards in a market with static small-

1369 world network structure when switching costs are high. We

1370 also found that adoption of a new standard does not always

1371 follow a predictable S-shaped pattern with three distinct

1372 phases: a slow start, followed by fast growth, and capped

1373 off with maturity. In contrast, we found at least four dif-

1374 ferent patterns of adoption. The observed frequencies of

1375these patterns depend on the underlying user network

1376structures.

1377Third, we propose a joint perspective: both local and

1378global network effects influence user adoption decisions.

1379Although we argue that network effects, to a large extent,

1380are derived from local interactions, the role of global

1381information should not be overlooked. Standardization is a

1382process that is primarily shaped by the interaction of local

1383adopters, but it is also influenced by adoption information

1384that flows beyond the local community. Access to global

1385information is accomplished via rewiring of links in user

1386networks.

1387Fourth, our findings suggest that user network structures

1388interact with other factors (e.g., switching costs, function-

1389ality advantage, and pricing strategies) and may lead to

1390different standardization outcomes. These interactive

1391effects suggest that the de facto standards competition is

1392much more complex than previously suggested in the

1393standards literature. For example, switching costs play an

1394important role in shaping outcomes in static small-world

1395and scale-free networks but do not seem to affect the

Table 9 Summary of findings

Research question Key findings Support from the literature

RQ1: Do we always observe a winner-

take-all outcome in de facto standards

competition?

No. We found that 77 and 58 out of 100 outcomes are

winner-take-all results in static small-world networks

and scale-free networks, respectively. However, all

outcomes in dynamic small-world networks are the

winner-take-all result

Augereau et al. [6], Funk

[45], Gallagher and West

[47], Suarez [91], Weitzel

et al. [103]

RQ2: What are the different technology

adoption patterns observed

in de facto standards competition?

We found that the dynamics of standards adoption

generally follow an S-shaped pattern with three

distinct phases. However, we also observe an

S-shaped pattern with four distinct phases. In this

case, both technologies experience a short period of

slow adoption followed by a growth of their installed

base. After that, one technology continues to

experience growth in its installed base while the other

technology observes a sharp decrease in its installed

base. Eventually, an installed base of both

technologies stabilizes with two potential outcomes.

One outcome is similar to the winner-take-all while

the other outcome is when one technology has a

higher installed base than the other but both still

coexist in the market

Gallagher and West [47],

Shankar and Bayus [86],

Shapiro and Varian [87]

RQ3: What are the implications of

network effects, switching costs,

pricing, and functionality enhancement

strategies on the outcome of de facto

standards competition in different user

network structures?

User network structure interacts with vendors’

strategies. A large functionality advantage increases

the likelihood of an extreme winner-take-all outcome

in static and dynamic small-world networks. Also, the

likelihood of both technologies to coexist in a market

significantly improves if vendors manage to maintain

high switching costs in static small-world and scale-

free networks. In addition, dynamic pricing strategies

can help a dominant firm to capture additional users in

static small-world and scale-free networks to the point

that it can tip the market towards the winner-take-all

outcome

Gallagher and West [47],

Shapiro and Varian [87],

Weitzel et al. [103]
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1396 outcome in dynamic small-world networks. However, high

1397 switching costs seem to prolong standards battles in

1398 dynamic small-world networks.

1399 5.2 Managerial implications

1400 Technology vendors need guidance in developing and

1401 adapting both their product and marketing strategies in de

1402 facto standards competition. Our findings demonstrate that

1403 user network structures have a significant impact on the

1404 outcomes of standards competition. Vendors can no longer

1405 take for granted that tipping will always occur in market

1406 competition involving incompatible technologies. Thus, we

1407 encourage vendors to learn about the characteristics of their

1408 user network structures to develop appropriate strategies.

1409 During the course of the competition, vendors also need to

1410 pay special attention to their competitors’ pricing strate-

1411 gies. Effective responses to rival pricing strategies may

1412 increase the likelihood of success. We recommend four

1413 strategies for vendors, as follows.

1414 5.2.1 Develop an understanding of a user network

1415 structure

1416 To win a standards competition, vendors need to under-

1417 stand the topological features of their user networks. In his

1418 study of mobile phone standard choices (CDMA, GSM,

1419 and TDMA) among operators, Suarez [91] found that,

1420 when deciding which standard to adopt, mobile phone

1421 operators pay close attention to decisions made by other

1422 operators with which they have strong business ties. This

1423 kind of evidence should be useful for technology vendors

1424 as they develop targeted marketing strategies and cam-

1425 paigns. We also found that a good understanding of a user

1426 network structure can help a non-dominant vendor survive

1427 a standards competition. Similarly, it can boost the success

1428 of a dominant vendor. For example, our findings suggest

1429 that a large functionality advantage increases the likelihood

1430 of an extreme winner-take-all outcome in static and

1431 dynamic small-world networks. On the other hand, we

1432 observe that the likelihood of both firms coexisting in a

1433 market significantly improves if vendors manage to main-

1434 tain high switching costs in static small-world and scale-

1435 free networks. In addition, dynamic pricing strategies can

1436 help a dominant firm capture additional users in static

1437 small-world and scale-free networks to the point that the

1438 firm’s large user base can tip the market towards the

1439 winner-take-all outcome.

1440 5.2.2 Build an early and strong user base

1441 Our results suggest that strategies from technology vendors

1442 (e.g., pricing and functionality enhancement strategies) are

1443more effective in the early stage of standards competition.

1444There is a little room for technology vendors to adjust their

1445strategies once the market experiences the strong influence

1446of network effects from an established installed base. Take

1447pricing strategies, for example. Prices may play a dominant

1448role in growing the critical installed base early in standards

1449competition. In subsequent phases, the trajectory of stan-

1450dardization tends to be strongly influenced by network

1451effects rather than pricing. This explains why firms can

1452charge a relatively high price but still enjoy a high installed

1453base at the same time. Once a firm falls behind in its

1454installed base, it will need to use a survival pricing strategy

1455[88]. However, this strategy may not work well because the

1456strong network effects from the established installed base

1457will override the price advantage. The ‘‘building early and

1458strong user base’’ strategy has been used widely by several

1459technology vendors including Microsoft for its Windows

1460operating system, Sony for its VCR, Sun for its Solaris

1461operating system, and Nintendo, Sega, Sony, and Microsoft

1462for their video game consoles [47]. These firms succeed by

1463offering complementary components, software, and ser-

1464vices. For example, Nintendo and Sega aggressively build

1465their strong user base by offering a number of comple-

1466mentary products such as appealing game software titles,

1467cartoon heroes, licensed products, and movies [86].

1468These findings underscore the importance of an early

1469and strong installed base. Aggressive marketing strategies

1470such as dynamic pricing, functionality improvement, or

1471advertising may be used to grow an installed base. Once

1472the market reaches a high installed base, the monopoly

1473power resulting from network effects allows a technology

1474vendor to exploit consumers by charging a price higher

1475than a competitor’s price by an amount almost equal to

1476switching costs [43]. The spreadsheet market is an illus-

1477trative example. The Lotus menu tree interface had a

1478dominant market power and was able to command 46%

1479higher prices on average [22].

14805.2.3 Take advantage of hub nodes in marketing strategies

1481Our findings suggest that users who serve as hub nodes

1482play a critical role in shaping the trajectory of de facto

1483standardization process and its subsequent outcomes. In

1484fact, we found that social influence from hub nodes can be

1485stronger than the influence of functional enhancement

1486strategies in scale-free networks. Therefore, vendors may

1487want to identify influential customers who can function as

1488hubs in the early phase of standards competition. These

1489nodes can trigger a desirable information cascade through

1490word-of-mouth in the market. For example, in the case of

1491electronic data interchange (EDI) diffusion in Hong Kong’s

1492grocery industry, industry associations were instrumental

1493in promoting adoption. As a result, six major players
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1494 adopted EANCOM standard and essentially ‘‘sent a clear

1495 message to the rest of the grocery community that EDI is

1496 the future’’ [33, p. 202]. Vendors may also invest in a

1497 targeted viral marketing campaign through a careful

1498 selection of a set of influential nodes in their initial seeding.

1499 Bampo et al.’s [9] findings suggest that vendors need to

1500 carefully craft a message such as a humorous advertise-

1501 ment with a tangible incentive to increase the success of a

1502 viral campaign.

1503 5.2.4 Develop careful product differentiation strategies

1504 We found that product differentiation strategies through

1505 superior technology performance help a standard gain a

1506 higher installed base across three social network structures,

1507 with stronger effects in static and dynamic small-world

1508 networks. In fact, product differentiation strategies enhance

1509 a vendor’s likelihood to reach a winner-take-all outcome in

1510 a standards competition. For example, the observed fre-

1511 quencies of the winner-take-all outcome increase from

1512 32% to 64% in static small-world networks and from 32%

1513 to 71% in dynamic small-world networks when the func-

1514 tionality advantage is large enough. In short, product dif-

1515 ferentiation strategies can be an important winning

1516 approach for static and dynamic small-world networks.

1517 Product line and platform management may offer a useful

1518 product strategy for vendors. Platform products include ‘‘a

1519 set of common subsystems and interfaces from which a

1520 stream of derivative products can be efficiently developed

1521 and produced’’ [45, p. 33]. Nokia, Motorola, and Ericsson

1522 were able to effectively use their platform and derivative

1523 products to reduce their development costs and increase

1524 product lines, and thereby became successful in the mobile

1525 phone industry during 1994–1997.

1526 5.3 Limitations and future research

1527 There are a few limitations in this research. One of the

1528 important limitations is that simulation does not allow us to

1529 capture a full range of real-world complexities observed in

1530 de facto standardization [60]. Some of these complexities

1531 are complementary products offered by technology vendors

1532 [64], additional products offered by third party providers

1533 [105], partnerships among firms in standard consortia [6],

1534 and subsidies to offset adoption costs and to promote

1535 broader standards adoption by vendors and others [64,

1536 103]. Also, some aspects of our simulation are simplified

1537 representations of real-world phenomena (e.g., technology

1538 functionalities represented by numeric values from 0 to 1).

1539 Despite these limitations, our computational representation

1540 captures the core aspect of standards adoption and extends

1541 the current understanding of standards adoption beyond the

1542influence of network effects by simultaneously considering

1543user adoption behaviors and vendor strategic behaviors.

1544We followed a systematic roadmap for developing theory

1545using simulation methods by Davis et al. [35]. In particular,

1546the computational representation and theoretical logic in

1547our simulation were carefully extended from the economic

1548theory of networks and previous work in the standards

1549literature. Another potential limitation is that our results

1550may be sensitive to the initial input conditions. Neverthe-

1551less, the results of our sensitivity analysis show that most of

1552the results obtained from our simulation are robust to

1553alternative initial conditions.

1554In closing, we offer some directions for future research.

1555First, our model can be extended in several ways. For

1556example, the effect of entry timing [69] can be examined

1557by intentionally introducing two technology standards at

1558different times in the model. Second, researchers may

1559extend our model to investigate platform competition. In

1560this setting, adoption decisions are influenced by both

1561direct and indirect network effects [38]. This will allow

1562researchers to consider competition between two business

1563alliances rather than between two competing firms, as

1564described in our model. Such extension should provide a

1565deeper understanding of standards competition across

1566several technology products and services such as the

1567competition between the iPhone and the Blackberry in

1568mobile telephony, or the competition between Yahoo! and

1569Google in Internet search services.

1570Another possible model extension is incorporating the

1571offering of complementary products by technology ven-

1572dors. Complementary technology products are generally

1573described as systems, which refer to ‘‘collections of two or

1574more components together with an interface that allows the

1575component to work together’’ [64, p. 93]. Examples of

1576technology products that exhibit system characteristics are

1577PC operating systems and application software, video game

1578units and game software, and mobile phone operating

1579systems and their applications. In this environment, ‘‘col-

1580lective action is necessary to build and sustain an industrial

1581structure that makes it possible for individual firms to

1582succeed and prosper’’ [96, p. 369] For example, in the

1583video game industry, an installed base of game units is

1584closely related to the availability and diversity of com-

1585plementary products such as software titles, licensed

1586products, television cartoon shows, videos and movies

1587[86]. To develop support for a particular technology design

1588(e.g., Google’s Android mobile phone operating system),

1589firms need to develop organizational communities through

1590various socio-political actions. In this case, institutional

1591theory and a related research stream on institutional

1592entrepreneurship [49, 90, 96] offer useful insights to

1593explore this topic in future research. Finally, we encourage

1594future research to validate our results with empirical data.
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1595 Such comparison will strengthen the external validity of

1596 our analysis and findings.

1597 Appendix 1: research activities: using simulation

1598 methods for developing theory

1599 We applied Davis et al.’s [35] roadmap for developing

1600 theories with simulations in our research to offer a better

1601 understanding of the de facto standardization process and

1602 outcomes. Our step-by-step activities are summarized in

1603 Table 10.

1604 Appendix 2: sensitivity analysis results

1605 Similar to robustness checks in regression models, we

1606 performed sensitivity analysis to assess the reliability of

1607 our results and to obtain additional insights on standards

1608 adoption. Sensitivity analysis is also reported in previous

1609 IS studies that use computational models [9, 60, 82]. We

1610 repeated our analysis by varying four key parameters in

1611 our model. These parameters are the population size of

1612 users (N), the learning interval (t), the rewiring probability

1613 in static and dynamic small-world networks, and the

1614 average degree of networks. We varied each of these

1615 parameters one at a time while keeping all other param-

1616 eters exactly the same as in the baseline model. See

1617 Table 4 for the values used in sensitivity analysis. We will

1618 focus on novel findings from the sensitivity analysis in the

1619 discussion below.

1620 Sensitivity to population size (N)

1621 We repeated the analysis by changing the value of N from

1622 300 to 200 and 400. Table 11 presents the results of sen-

1623 sitivity to N. The values of Turn_inst, Turn_time, Matu-

1624 rity_time, and Turn_Maturity_dur do not significantly

1625 change when we varied the population size, suggesting that

1626 our results are robust. We noticed that the probability of a

1627 winner-take-all outcome (Win100%) may decrease as

1628 N becomes bigger. We argue that this outcome can be

1629 explained by topological changes in user networks.

1630 Table 12 indicates that the characteristic path length

1631 increases and the clustering coefficient decreases when

1632 N increases. A higher characteristic path length suggests

1633 that information sharing may not be effectively diffused

1634 among users. A smaller clustering coefficient suggests that

1635 users are not highly clustered. Both factors may lead to a

1636 failure to build a strong influence through network effects.

1637 As a result, a market with a static small-world network

1638 structure is less likely to converge to one technology when

1639 the population size is large, as evidenced by a higher

1640frequency of pattern B in both static small-world networks

1641and scale-free networks when N = 400.

1642Also, a longer characteristic path length means that

1643information travel slower within a network while a higher

1644clustering coefficient allows user adoption decisions to

1645converge faster. These two counteracting factors jointly

1646shape the results of Turn_time and Maturity_time.

1647Sensitivity to learning interval (t)

1648We varied the learning interval (t) from 20 to 25 and 30.

1649Table 13 reports the results of our analysis. As expected,

1650Turn_time appears to increase as the learning interval gets

1651higher. This suggests that the sooner the users obtain

1652complete knowledge about the technology, the faster the

1653diffusion process becomes. We also observed that an

1654installed base at turning points does not change much with

1655different learning intervals. Also, varying the learning

1656intervals has little impact on Win50%, Win75%, Win100%,

1657and the observed frequencies of each pattern in dynamic

1658small-world and scale-free networks.

1659Sensitivity to rewiring probability

1660Table 14 shows the results from varying the rewiring

1661probability in static and dynamic small-world networks.

1662Generally, we obtained relatively stable results across

1663different rewiring probabilities. We note that Turn_inst is

1664negatively correlated with rewiring probabilities. The level

1665of installed base at a turning point can be viewed as a

1666minimum threshold to generate enough momentum to

1667support movement toward a dominant technology. Higher

1668rewiring probabilities increase the chance of interactions

1669and thereby facilitate information diffusion between local

1670neighborhoods and the global market. Because information

1671about adoption decisions can be channeled more effec-

1672tively, it is reasonable to assume that a relatively smaller

1673number of users are required to build the same level of

1674momentum.

1675Another surprising finding is the significant change of

1676observed frequencies of pattern B and pattern C in static

1677small-world networks. As we increased the rewiring

1678probability, we observed fewer occurrences of pattern B

1679and more of pattern C. Again, these results are influenced

1680by the change in topological attributes from changing the

1681rewiring probability. Table 15 shows a decrease of char-

1682acteristic path length and an increase of clustering coeffi-

1683cient as we vary the rewiring probability from 0.15 to 0.35.

1684Such changes in topological attributes allow information to

1685diffuse more globally. As a result, users may be subject to

1686stronger pressure to follow the crowd and switching may

1687occur more frequently. This may explain why we observe a

1688higher occurrence of pattern C.
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Table 10 Research activities

Step Activity Our study

1. Ask intriguing

research questions

Researchers should begin with research questions

that illustrate their deep understanding of the

literature

In framing our research questions on the de facto

standardization and outcomes, we drew upon two

different perspectives: (1) economic theory of

networks [42, 62] and (2) a body of recent

empirical and analytical modeling research on

standardization [6, 45, 47, 91, 92]

2. Identify a simple

theory

Researchers should identify a simple theory defined

as an undeveloped theory that is subject to some

limitations that prevent it from offering useful

insights to complex real-world issues. The

limitations may include weak conceptualization of

constructs, an insufficient number of relationships

to link those constructs, or rough underlying

theoretical logic

The simple theory in our research is the economic

theory of networks, a widely used theory to

explain the de facto standardization process and

outcome. In particular, this theory conceptualizes

that all existing users of a technology should

receive the same level of benefits from network

effects. In addition, the economic theory of

networks predicts that, due to the strong network

effects, new users will prefer a technology with a

large installed base, which subsequently leads to a

winner-take-all outcome. Recently, several

researchers have underscored the limitations of the

global network effects concept and its theoretical

logic to explain user adoption behaviors and de

facto standardization outcomes observed in the

real world

3. Choose a

simulation

approach

Researchers should choose a simulation method that

fits the research questions, assumptions, and the

theoretical logica

We chose agent-based modeling, a method that has

received a growing attention from social scientists,

to understand behaviors that draw on interactions

with other agents (e.g., consumers, voters,

families, and firms) and large-scaled emergent

outcomes (e.g., residential segregation in a

community, social norms, and consequences of

bilateral trade exchange in small-world networks)

[39, 85, 104]. Agent-based modeling is well suited

to our study because our primary interest is to

understand how users make adoption choices

among incompatible technologies, how others

influence user choices, and how these affect the

outcomes of the de facto standardization

4. Create a

computational

representation

Researchers need to operationalize the theoretical

constructs by 1) defining the computational

measures for each construct and a range of values

for each construct, 2) building the algorithms that

mirror the theoretical logic of the focal theory, and

3) specifying assumptions that bind the theory and

results

We derived important factors that influence user

adoption decisions from the standards literature.

We then built the Cobb-Douglas utility function

that is determined by adoption costs, network

effects, and technology functionalities. The values

of these constructs are normalized to be in the

range of 0 and 1. The boundary condition of our

computational representation is that there are two

incompatible technologies competing in the

market

5. Verify

computational

representation

Researchers should verify computational

representation with sensitivity analysis (robustness

checks). The sensitivity analysisis needed to

ensure that the computational representation is

stable and accurately represents the underlying

theoretical logic

We performed sensitivity analysis to verify our

results and enhance confidence in the

computational representation. We varied the

values of four parameters (see these values in

Table 4): population size of users (N), the learning

interval (t), the rewiring probability in static and

dynamic small-world networks, and the average

degree of networks. Most results did not

significantly change when we varied these

parameters. We also offer plausible explanation in

cases of noticeable differences in the results. (See

Appendix 2 for results of sensitivity analysis.)
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Table 11 Summary statistics for sensitivity to N

Static small-world Dynamic small-world Scale-free

N = 200 N = 300 N = 400 N = 200 N = 300 N = 400 N = 200 N = 300 N = 400

Turn_inst 0.26

(0.35)

0.27

(0.35)

0.29

(0.35)

0.26

(0.35)

0.29

(0.33)

0.29

(0.33)

0.08

(0.26)

0.08

(0.26)

0.11

(0.30)

Turn_time 21.22

(1.21)

21.52

(1.33)

21.37

(1.17)

20.36

(2.02)

17.98

(1.86)

20.02

(2.28)

22.19

(1.18)

20.32

(1.72)

21.44

(1.35)

Maturity_time 28.58

(1.87)

27.17

(1.75)

30.72

(2.57)

39.86

(2.74)

30.52

(3.02)

42.27

(2.78)

37.87

(2.12)

35.77

(2.93)

41.74

(2.63)

Turn_Mat_dur 7.23

(1.82)

5.65

(1.80)

9.35

(2.57)

19.50

(2.61)

12.54

(2.97)

22.25

(2.94)

15.81

(2.07)

15.45

(2.84)

20.73

(2.81)

Win50% 0.47 0.51 0.45 0.52 0.49 0.51 0.51 0.48 0.52

Win75% 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.52 0.49 0.51 0.44 0.45 0.37

Win100% 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.52 0.49 0.51 0.07 0.10 0.05

Pattern A 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 41% 48% 38%

Pattern B 35% 23% 41% 0% 0% 0% 47% 42% 62%

Pattern C 61% 77% 59% 100% 100% 100% 0% 10% 0%

Table 12 Topological statistics of user networks

Small-world networks Scale-free networks

N = 200 N = 300 N = 400 N = 200 N = 300 N = 400

Average degree 8 8 8 7.96 7.97 7.98

Characteristic path length 3.22 3.45 3.73 2.72 2.90 3.07

Clustering coefficient 0.32 0.28 0.27 0.12 0.08 0.06

We do not have the results from dynamic small-world networks because of the constant change of their network connections

Table 10 continued

Step Activity Our study

6. Design effective

experimentation to

build a novel

theory

Researchers design effective experimentation to

reveal novel theoretical relationships. Four useful

experimentation approaches are varying the value
of constructs, decomposing a construct into
component constructs, varying assumptions, and

adding new features to the computational
representation

Our controlled experiments are designed to evaluate

the independent and interactive influence of

network effects, switching costs, technology

functionality, and pricing strategies on de facto

standards competition process and outcomes in

three user network structures: static small-world

networks, dynamic small-world networks, and

scale-free networks. For each set of parameter

specifications, the simulation was executed 100

times to obtain reliable results

7. Validate

simulation results

with empirical data

Researchers should validate simulation results in an

empirical context using large-scale data or case

study to strengthen the external validity of the

theory

Since de facto standardization is a longitudinal

process and empirical data on user adoption of

incompatible technologies are scarcely available,

we did not conduct an empirical study to validate

our simulation results. Similar to Weitzel et al.’s

[103] study of standard diffusion, we strengthen

our findings with previous studies in the literature.

Future research may apply or extend our

conceptual model and computational

representation to study various incompatible

technology competitions

a Some of the useful simulation approaches are system dynamics, NK fitness landscapes, genetic algorithms, cellular automata, and stochastic

processes Readers who are interested in a brief summary of each of the simulation approaches should refer to Davis et al. [35, pp. 486–490].

Their article provides references to prominent research on these simulation methods
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1689 Sensitivity to degree

1690 We varied the average degree of connection from 4 to 8

1691 and 12 for each network structure. The results are presented

1692in Table 16. As expected, Turn_inst decreases as the

1693degree of connection becomes higher across all three net-

1694works. A higher degree of connections allows individual

1695adoption decisions to influence a larger number of other

1696adopters, generating stronger network effects. Matu-

1697rity_time and Turn_Maturity_dur are significantly higher

1698when the degree is equal to 4 than when the degree is equal

1699to 8 or 12 in statistic small-world networks. As indicated in

1700Table 17, the characteristic path length is substantially

1701longer when the degree is very low, which suggests that it

1702takes a long time for information about adoption decisions

1703to be fully diffused within the network.

Table 13 Summary statistics for sensitivity to learning intervals

Static small-world Dynamic small-world Scale-free

t = 20 t = 25 t = 30 t = 20 t = 25 t = 30 t = 20 t = 25 t = 30

Turn_inst 0.28

(0.36)

0.27

(0.35)

0.29

(0.35)

0.29

(0.35)

0.29

(0.33)

0.30

(0.33)

0.10

(0.28)

0.08

(0.26)

0.11

(0.30)

Turn_time 17.62

(1.07)

21.52

(1.33)

23.53

(1.49)

16.96

(2.03)

17.98

(1.86)

22.63

(2.33)

18.25

(1.32)

20.32

(1.72)

25.79

(1.43)

Maturity_time 22.89

(1.85)

27.17

(1.75)

30.20

(1.92)

39.84

(4.04)

30.52

(3.02)

43.67

(3.80)

30.52

(2.84)

35.77

(2.93)

38.77

(2.89)

Turn_Mat_dur 5.27

(1.84)

5.65

(1.80)

6.67

(1.84)

22.88

(4.04)

12.54

(2.97)

21.04

(3.91)

16.47

(3.41)

15.45

(2.84)

12.98

(2.95)

Win50% 0.49 0.51 0.51 0.53 0.49 0.48 0.54 0.48 0.52

Win75% 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.53 0.49 0.48 0.43 0.45 0.44

Win100% 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.53 0.49 0.48 0.05 0.10 0.08

Pattern A 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 44% 48% 54%

Pattern B 36% 23% 47% 0% 0% 0% 50% 42% 42%

Pattern C 64% 77% 52% 100% 100% 100% 6% 10% 4%

Table 14 Summary statistics for sensitivity to rewiring probability

Static small-world Dynamic small-world

p = .15 p = .25 p = .35 p = .15 p = .25 p = .35

Turn_inst 0.30

(0.37)

0.27

(0.35)

0.26

(0.36)

0.32

(0.32)

0.29

(0.33)

0.26

(0.35)

Turn_time 21.86

(1.21)

21.52

(1.33)

20.54

(1.23)

21.64

(1.38)

17.98

(1.86)

18.53

(1.77)

Maturity_time 28.88

(2.62)

27.17

(1.75)

28.64

(2.67)

90.00

(7.05)

30.52

(3.02)

28.71

(3.46)

Turn_Maturity_dur 7.02

(2.65)

5.65

(1.80)

8.10

(2.68)

68.36

(7.02)

12.54

(2.97)

10.18

(3.34)

Win50% 0.47 0.51 0.56 0.54 0.49 0.52

Win75% 0.18 0.24 0.41 0.54 0.49 0.52

Win100% 0.02 0.05 0.25 0.54 0.49 0.52

Pattern A 1% 0% 3% 0% 0% 0%

Pattern B 78% 23% 15% 0% 0% 0%

Pattern C 21% 77% 82% 100% 100% 100%

Table 15 Topological statistics of small-world networks

p = .15 p = .25 p = .35

Average degree 8 8 8

Characteristic path length 3.93 3.45 3.29

Clustering coefficient 0.41 0.28 0.2
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1704 An increase in the frequency of pattern A and a decrease

1705 in the frequency of pattern B are observed in scale-free

1706 networks when we varied the degree from 4 to 8 and 12.

1707 This suggests that a higher degree increases the chance that

1708 the leading technology can take over the entire market.
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